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Abstract 
This paper presents the concepts for a product that 
helps users to control puppets in an easier interface. 
The product, called Digital Puppet, is a tangible stage 
interface that can be used to control marionette without 
wires.  
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Introduction 
A marionette is a puppet controlled from above using 
wires or strings. A marionette's puppeteer is called a 
manipulator. Marionettes are operated with the 
puppeteer by using a vertical or horizontal control bar 
in different forms of theatres or entertainment venues 
[1]. Even though puppetry has a long history it is 
getting harder to see the performance. One of the 
biggest reasons is that manipulators need a lot of 
training and skills to control the puppet. 

Digital Puppet uses a wood cross controller bar, which 
has a Wii Remote inside. It has the same traditional 
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interface by using vertical and horizontal control of the 
bar. Pinch the bar to control the puppet turn left or 
right, and roll the bar to control its jaw and head. It is 
wireless, remote, easy to learn, and also fun to play 
with. 

Wii Remote 
Released in December 2006, the Nintendo Wii Remote 

is an inertial control interface for video games that is 
fundamentally different from traditional input device. As 
of March 31 2010, according to Nintendo, the Wii has 
sold 70.93 million units worldwide [2].  

Wii Homebrew refers to the reuse of Nintendo's Wii 
game console hardware, accessories and software for 
purposes outside those intended by the manufacturer 
[3]. Wii Remote has the ability to sense acceleration 
along three axes through the use of an ADXL330 
accelerometer. Much creative work has been done on 
using Wii Remotes. Interactive White board, head 
tracking display [4], controlling iRobot, Roomba, Sony 
Aibo with Wii Remote [5] are some of the related works 
that uses the device. There are two big benefits for 
using Wii Remote as an input device instead of other 
sensors. To developers it is convenient to use Bluetooth 
and to users it is familiar than other sensors. 

We also used Wii Remote as our input device because 
of two reasons. First of all, it senses acceleration along 
three axes. The movements of the Wii Remote are 
similar with the activities of a traditional puppeteer. 
Secondly, Wii Remote is wireless. Which enhances the 
uniqueness from traditional puppets with strings and 
wires.  

DarwiinRemote is an open source program and 
framework for Mac OS X [6]. It receives IR position and 
acceleration data from Wii Remote to Macbook via 
Bluetooth. In this project, we used acceleration angle, 
which is more similar to the traditional interface 
compare to IR position data.  

Implementation 
The Digital Puppet prototype consists of: 

 Wii remote controller 

 Sound sensor 

 Roll and Pitch servo motor  

 Pan and Tilt Kit 

 Arduino Duemilanove 

 6V battery 

 Water bottle and wood cross bar 

 Puppet 

 

figure 1. Parts of Digital Puppet prototype.  
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While using new technology as a new interface, we 
tried to preserve tradition. Instead of using metal or 
plastic, we used cotton, paper, and wood. Wii Remote 
is inside the wood controller bar and the servo motors 
are covered with a cotton puppet. Arduino, wires, 
breadboard, and batteries are all hidden inside a paper 
box that also sustains the puppet.  

There are two wires coming out from the back of the 
box. One wire is connecting the Arduino to the 
computer serial port. And the other wire is for the 
sound sensor.  

We made the Digital Puppet easy to take apart. Wii 
Remotes can be removed from the wood controller bar 
from the cover. We can use any Wii Remote in all 
different locations. The alligator puppet can be replaced 
to any other puppet with a similar size. The stanchion 
and two servo motors are designed to be similar with 
the puppet’s size, which is normally designed for 
regular man hand. Also the head part of the servo 
motors are built with Lego bricks to make it easier to 
adjust to different usage. 

How it Works 
Digital Puppet consists of three parts: Wii Remote, 
Darwiinremote with Processing, Arduino with servo 
motor and sound sensor. 

1. Wii Remote: 
Wii Remote inside the wood cross control bar senses 
the movement of the user’s hand. It sends pitch and 
roll angles to the computer.  

2. Darwiinremote with Processing: 
As mentioned above Darwiinremote is a software which 
receives data from Wii Remote via Bluetooth. 
Processing software is used to send the data back to 
Arduino by serial port.  

 

figure 2. System architecture 

3. Arduino with servo motor and sound sensor: 
When Arduino receives data from Processing it controls 
the two servo motors. Pan servo motor is connected to 
the water bottle, and it moves the puppet’s head left 
and right. Tilt servo motor is connected to the first 
servo motor by pan and tilt kit. A bar type stick is 
connected to the motor and it moves puppet’s jaw and 
head. Further more, sound sensor connected to the 
Arduino detects sounds near the puppet. Sounds such 
as clapping hands or shouting “stop” are used as a 
switch to turn on or off the Digital Puppet. As the sound 
sensor only senses the volume of the noise nearby, the 
puppeteer can use different sounds as a switch depend 
on their scenario or concept. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
To improve the concept of the Digital Puppet, the 
movement can be more complicated. Using two Wii 
Remotes at a same time can sense acceleration along 
four axes. Also, using buttons on the Wii Remote can 
give more complicated reactions to the puppet with 
different kinds. 

In our prototype, we used sound senor as and on/off 
switch. The Digital Puppet can also be enhanced to play 
back sounds as a reaction. Interactive robot named 
Quasi [7] is one of the former projects that use sounds 
as a main reaction. Stereo speakers mounted in the 
crown of the kiosk allow him to play speech and music. 
The player who listens the words from the audience, 
talks back through the microphone. Digital Puppet has 
advantages that it senses the puppeteer's movement 
without need to hide behind the wall. As the act of the 
puppeteer is similar with the traditional way. Also, it is 
easy to install at home. 

 

figure 3. Puppetry using Digital Puppet 

Our work outlines early results in developing an easier 
way to interact with the puppet. We hope that our work 
can be helpful to make people interested in puppet 
stage performance. 
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